The subject of this paper is to analyze the performance of open investment funds in Serbia in the period of 2007 to 2013. By applying Jensen's alpha, Sharper and Sortino ratio it was found that the performances of domestic investment funds are unsatisfactory. Review of investment funds operations is based on the returns they bring and the risks they accept in the business. In Serbia, the equity funds, as the most risky funds, started to operate in 2007, while cash funds (as the least risky funds) were introduced in later phase after 3 years. At the moment there are 16 open investment funds (on 02/28/13), where value growth and value maintenance funds dominate. A total net asset of open investment funds is 2,324 million Dinars i.e. 20 million Euros (at the end of 2012).
INTRODUCTION
Investment funds are collective investment institutions which raise individual investors' funds and invest them in a wide range of financial assets. Investment funds offer their members a range of benefits and professional investment management, and for their service charge fee. The basic concept of investment funds is the pooling of individual investors funds, in order for them to achieve the benefits resulting from the large scale investing, as well as the benefits of sharing the costs of investment.
Open investment fund is an institution of joint venture funds that invests assets of the fund as financial assets through financial markets, and for the fund members it issues investment units that represent claims on the part of the fund assets. Open funds continuously issue and sell their own shares to investors, but they continuously purchase them on their demand.
Investment funds are the eldest financial institutions on Serbian market. Local regulation allowed their establishment at the end of 2006, but the first investment fund started operations in the first quartile of 2007. It is later comparing other countries in surrounding -in Croatia, they were established in 1997, in Bosnia and Herzegovina they started operations in 2000 , etc. (Republic of Serbia Securities Commission, 2013 .
If we analyse the Serbian financial market in the terms of balance assets, we can notice that the banks are the most dominant players with more than 90.8% of market share; insurance companies took 3% of the market share and other participants took the rest financial institutions (NBS, 2013) , such as leasing companies, brokerage houses, pension funds, investment funds, etc.
The . Review of operations of investment funds is based on the returns they bring and the risks they accept in the business.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Though capital structure literature is replete with studies in the developed and selected developing countries, there is a dearth of similar studies on how the development in the financial environment of a firm affects financing decisions firms (Doku et al., 2011) . In the last decade investment funds became important institutional investor on global financial markets. The most important role has open investment funds (The Investment Company Institute, 2007) . Today in the world there are 70,000 open investment funds with the total asset above 25 trillion dollars at the end of 2011 (The Investment Company Institute, 2011) . In Serbia investment funds are new investment alternative, which has been available since 2007 (Barjaktarovic et al., 2012a .
The big increase of investment funds popularization in the world, and to the assets subject of their management, had impact on development of different measures which will estimate their performance. In order to provide long term existence open investment funds should take care about portfolio structure (management), i.e. investment of assets under management in adequate financial instruments taking in consideration diversification, liquidity of instrument, interest and risk (Haslem, 2010) . It is important to analyse investment funds' revenue with the accepted risks (Luckoff, 2011) .
Moreover, Luckoff (2011) distinguished total and systematic risk, and applied it on particular portfolio and its elements. Finally, he emphasized that performance measures of open investment funds can be considered as: ratio numbers, alpha measures and measures based on benchmarks. In accordance with accepted risk and generated revenue American citizen invests 37,000 dollars in investment fund; Slovenian's citizen invests 968 Euros in investment fund, Croatian citizen invests 464 Euros in investment fund, while Serbian citizen invests less than 1 Euro in investment fund (Bifoline, 2012) .
According to Vejnovic (2011) investment in Serbian investment funds were not good alternative until 2010. Also, Serbian investment funds had bed performances if we analyse the achieved revenue in accordance with the accepted risk. Portfolio managers of Serbian open investment funds did not manage to add the value to the active portfolio management. Also, he emphasized that the industry of Serbian open investment funds were not developed and competitive comparing to the region. These facts were confirmed in research done by Barjaktarovic et al (2012) .
The effects of the world economic crisis were visible on all Serbian market (Jeremic, 2009) . The level of debts of Serbian companies had direct impact on their profitability during the crisis (Racic et al., 2011) . The majority number of companies had problems with liquidity, so they were not in position to invest free funds in investment funds. They needed financial support from different financial institutions. In Serbia, credits are the most important instrument for financing companies business. Corporative bonds, as way of financing, are in the phase of establishing. Also, the citizens and companies still prefer to invest what are available funds with term-deposits with the bank (Barjaktarovic & Jecmenica, 2011) . The numerator shows the remuneration as an additional contribution, and the denominator the risk expressed by standard deviation of extra return, or total risk. Accordingly, we can immediately see that the returns of investment funds in practice often do not have normal distribution, which is the lack of method.
METODOLOGY
The results are interpreted as follows: 1) The ratio value shows how well the return on investment compensates the investors for the risk taken, 2) Positive values are good, negative bad, there is no optimal value, 3) A negative value of the extra return indicates that the fund return is worse than risk free rate, hence the performance is bad.
Sortino ratio was developed by Frank Sortino in 1994 and it measures the returns adjusted to the targeted return rate and decline risk (Sortino & Satchell, 2001 ). The applied formula is: (2) where: So -Sortino ratio, -The average rate of returns on the portfolio (investment fund) in a defined previous period, MAR -Minimal acceptable return rate (in this paper MAR is used as risk free return rate), D-Difference between ,
which has a negative preceding sign.
The numerator shows the remuneration as the extra return (compared to MAR) and the denominator the risk expressed by standard deviation of negative extra returns, or the risk of declining value of an investment. Sortino realized that the standard deviation as a risk measure punishes investment also for achieving returns that are above the risk free rate, which is why he introduced the declining risk vale (Downside risk).
The results are interpreted as follows: 1) The ratio value shows how well the return on investment compensates the investors for the risk taken, 2) Positive values are good, negative bad, there is no optimal value, 3) A negative value of the extra return indicates that the fund return is worse than risk free rate (or some other MAR), hence the performance is bad. For the analysis for this paper as a minimum acceptable rate of return a risk-free return rate will be used.
Jensen's alpha was developed by Michael Jensen in 1967, and is used to determine the abnormal return of securities or portfolio relative to its expected rate of return to a theoretical model. Jensen's alpha measures the portfolio manager's ability to achieve returns above those that are representing remuneration for carrying market risk (above the risk free rate of return). The applied formula for calculation is (Jensen, 1967) : (3) where: -Jensen's alpha, r i -Realized return portfolio rate (of investment fund) in some year, Part of the formula in the large brackets is the expected return rate according to CAPM model, and r i is an achieved return of portfolio, i.e. the investment fund. The expected return rate is equal to sum of the return on risk free assets and the risk premium. The risk premium is the product of beta coefficient and the market risk premium. Part of the formula in large brackets indicates how much the investment fund should earn due to the risk it carries expressed by beta coefficient, and r i shows how much the investment fund actually earned. If the portfolio manager is able to predict future prices of securities and market trends, then he will be able to achieve higher returns than those expected according to the equation in the large brackets. The disadvantage of this measure is that it does not show the way in which good or bad performance was made.
Results interpretation: 1) Jensen's alpha value shows if the investment fund (portfolio) has the certain return in relation to the market risk it took? 2) Positive values are good, negative bad. 3) Alpha shows the part of return that should be assigned to the ability of portfolio manager to achieve abnormal return. 4) Since the investors always want to maximize their return for a certain risk level, they always look for the investments which have positive alphas. 5) A positive alpha value of an investment fund shows that its portfolio manager made good performance in market trends change prediction or the selection of undervalued securities, or both.
Information about investment funds and their achieved results will be taken over from the sites of Republic of Serbia Securities Commission, National bank of Serbia and Serbian investment funds. The bases are the historical values of investment fund units taken from the official web site of the management corporations. All results are annualized.
The formula that which be used for the average unit of the funds analyzed is:
Limitations to the analysis were: luck of consolidated data, short period of investment funds existence in Serbia, different period of performing business in Serbia by all analyzed funds and appearance of the world's economic crisis. Figure 1 ).
OPEN INVESTMENT FUNDS IN SERBIA
If we analyze market situation (shown in Figure 2) It is important to say that in Serbia, the equity funds, as the most risky funds, started to operate in 2007, while cash funds (as the least risky funds) were introduced in later phase after 3 years. It is not in accordance with the world's trend. The effects of world economic crisis were visible during the second quartile of 2008. It also had bad impact on development of open investment funds in Serbia. It should be emphasized, that market trends, primarily due to the world economic crisis impact showed that the public began to lose confidence in open investment funds as a new investment alternative, which can be seen by the constant decrease in the number of investment units, the total value of property and large negative rate of return (Table 1) Regarding the structure of the funds share in the total assets of all open funds in Serbia, it shows that four funds together hold about 63% of total assets while the other 11 funds together own a little more than a third of total assets at the end of 2010 (Table 2 ).
In the structure of the total assets of all funds dominate the value growth fund, which include nearly half the total assets of all funds in Serbia, and in this type operates the largest number of funds, eight of them (most important are KombankInFond and Triumph). Significant are also the value maintenance funds, which were developed in (Table 3) .
A large number of funds with negative Sharpe ratio values show that there is a mismatch between total risk and funds return. Only three open investment funds have achieved rate of return above the rate recorded at the same time by risk-free asset (in Serbia a risk free interest rate is a weighted rate of return on three-month treasury bills of the Republic of Serbia), which indicates that majority of open funds in Serbia did not have return in accordance with the risks involved. Risk-free assets have had better performance than the 10 of the 13 analyzed funds.
In addition to the large negative rate of return there is another feature of the investment funds in Serbia -a total investment risk they carry, expressed through the great variability of extra returns of this investment alternative. Even nine open investment fund had a standard deviation of extra returns over 15% annually, and 5 had more than 20%. That open investment funds in Serbia had a poor performance based on the adjustment of extra returns for the overall risk, shows the average unit of the analyzed funds. Sharpe ratio of the average unit of the analyzed funds had a negative value of -0.946 with an extra return of -16.3% and the variability of extra return of 17.2% per year.
Ranking of the open funds according to Sharpe ratio indicates that the best performance was achieved by Citadel Novcani Fond, Erste Euro Balanced and Triumph Balanced, funds that were the only with positive ratio value. Although the Citadel Novcani Fond generated more than half less the rate of extra return than Erste Euro Balanced, its low risk expressed by the standard deviation of the extra return of only 1% per annum positioned it in the first place 87 L. Barjaktarović / SJM 8 (1) (2013) 79 -93 An excellent example of a case in which a higher rate of return does not automatically mean better Sharpe ratio performance is the relation of open funds ranked in the first and third place. These funds had very similar rates of extra return, Citadel Novcani Fond 2.1% and Triumph Balance 2.4%, but the Triumph Balance fund achieved this return with much greater variability of 8.1% compared to 1% which was achieved by Citadel Novcani Fond. Extra value achieved by Citadel Novcani Fond is the result of wise investment decisions of the fund portfolio manager. It should be taken into consideration that Citadel Novcani Fond is assets value maintenance fund and it has low variability because the majority of assets it invests in short-term debt instruments, while the Triumph Balance fund is a balanced type of fund and its standard deviation is not too large considering that part of the assets it invests in shares that have much more risk than money market instruments.
Raiffeisen Akcije open fund had the biggest risk whose standard deviation of extra return on the annual level was 27.6%. It should be noted that all funds started operations at different times, and that while some funds operated, others were not established. Much greater variability had the funds that did business in other half of 2008 and the first half of 2009, because it was a period of great market decline that led to the reduction of investment units of all funds. Funds that began their work after a period of great market decline had significantly lower variability.
Based on the analysis of the performance of open investment funds in Serbia according to Sharpe ratio there is conclusion that risk and return of funds did not comply, or that the great majority of the funds has large total investment risk, and that in the past period it realized rate of return below the risk free rate.
Applying Sortino ratio on the open investment funds performance in Serbia it can be seen that only three open funds generated positive performance, and that ten analyzed funds had a bad performance. The returns of ten funds that had a bad performance by Sortino ratio were below the return of risk free rate which is set as the minimum acceptable return rate.
A large number of funds had a high risk of Mostly open funds belonging to the value maintenance funds had the low value of the standard deviation of negative extra return, and which the most of their assets invest in debt securities with a low variability of return. Very small risk of return decline had the open investment funds Fima Novac and Citadel Novcani Fond, whose standard deviation of negative return was only 0.3% annually during the entire analyzed period. Both funds are funds of assets value maintenance, which should have, because of the composition of their assets, a small negative return volatility even in the conditions of markets' decline.
Open investment funds that had the best performance by Sortino ratio were Citadel Novcani Fond, ratio value 7.588, Erste Euro Balanced, ratio value 1.638, and Trimuph Balance 0.0672. These three funds are also the only three funds with a positive ratio values. Open funds Fima Novac, Focus Premium and Delta Dynamic had the worst performance.
Taking into account the above characteristics of Jansen's alpha and investment funds markets in Serbia, the calculation was made only for 2010 (results are given Table 5 ).
Accordingly, only one investment fund had a positive value of Jensen's alpha, respectively, only one fund has managed to achieve a higher return than the expected rate of return according to CAPM model. All other open investment funds have failed to achieve the expected rate of return that was predicted by CAPM model. Beside the failure of the vast majority of open funds to achieve the expected rate of return, there is further concern for the fact that some funds had high negative values of alpha, which indicates that they were not even close to even realizing the expected rate of return if 89 L. Barjaktarović / SJM 8 (1) (2013) 79 -93 We can make a conclusion that the performance of open investment funds in Serbia is bad.
-No open investment fund had a positive value of all three indicators in the period in which it operates.
-A positive value of at least one performance measure had only three open investment funds, i.e., ten open funds did not achieve a positive value on at least one performance measure.
-The results of only 15 investment funds had a positive value, i.e. only 12.8% of all the results were positive (out of 117 results of performance measurement for the entire period of operations of each fund).
-Open investment funds in Serbia have total investment risk in accordance with the analysis of the performance by Sharpe ratio.
-Results of Sortino ratio suggest a high risk of open investment funds assets value decline, which is conditions of market decline came to the fore through the negative rates of returns of most funds (which is consistent with the analysis by Sharpe ratio).
The negative results of performance measurement in the vast majority of analyzed open funds, large total investment risk and the risk of decline, which they had, the inability to reach a risk-free rate of return and the market benchmark rate of return, indicate poor operating results of open investment funds in Serbia. 
